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Abstract— Roof trusses, which are structural components of 

houses or commercial buildings, support the weight of roof 

purlins and coverings. Roof truss is mainly used in parking 

sheds, industrial buildings, warehouses etc. In present study, 

a comparison is made out between the mass of truss using 

steel single angle, double angle, tubular and pipe sections. 

Truss span chosen is 10 m with recommended rise of 2 m. 

The wind zone, permeability, column height, truss spacing 

and topography are considered and kept constant. Analysis 

and design of selected truss profile is carried out with the aid 

of software STAAD Pro v8i 2007 and designed according to 

IS800: 2007 LSD. This study gives us the idea of section to 

be used in designing with economic point of view. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A truss is a series of triangle a stable geometric shape that is 

difficult to distort under load. As long as the load is applied 

into the nodes, the bars will only be subjected to compressive 

or tensile forces. A truss acts like a deep beam stronger and 

stiffer. When the span is long and just carries a light load, it 

may waste a lot of material just carrying itself. This is because 

it is designer’s duty to design an efficient and economical 

truss by choosing appropriate section. Before steel became an 

economically useful material, trusses were made of wood or 

iron. Nowadays, trusses are almost always made of steel, 

though some concrete trusses exist, and some small examples 

do use timber. The members used in steel truss system are 

normally angles, double angles, C-channels, double C-

channels, square hollow section (SHS), rectangular hollow 

section (RHS), circular hollow section (CHS), cold-formed 

steel and so on. Currently the sustained efforts of designers, 

manufacturers of materials and builders to innovate and 

incorporate unmatched excellence in the construction of roof 

trusses of large areas have resulted in highly functional, 

economical and pleasing structures. Function halls, theaters, 

huge gathering areas and warehouses are housing unit with 

roof and enclosing walls, but with no further floors above. 

The characteristics of such units are long span storage area, 

column free space for uninterrupted view and movement of 

vehicular traffic for loading and unloading of materials and 

goods. The most suited roof for such structures is steel trusses 

[1, 2]. 

The truss structures are required to be designed in 

such a way that they have enough strength and rigidity to 

satisfy the strength and serviceability limitation. The subject 

of optimization is a lively topic in almost every discipline. 

Structural optimization has become a valuable tool for 

engineers and designers in last two decades. Structures are 

becoming lighter, stronger and cheaper as industry adopts 

higher forms of optimization. The basic principle of 

optimization is to find the best possible solution under given 

circumstances. An optimal truss is one that has been 

engineered to be structurally stable, as light as possible, and 

in compliance with relevant codes. The mass of that optimal 

structure is called the optimum mass. In normal practice it is 

difficult to adopt non-uniform sections, as it causes difficulty 

in fabrication and also cost of fabrication work. In order to 

avoid this difficulty, designer has to adopt a uniform section 

throughout the chord length in top and bottom and for web 

members. That possible truss in normal practice is called the 

practical truss and the overall mass of such structure is called 

practical mass. The design of trusses has to be carried out 

according to two important requirements. Firstly, the best 

geometrically layout of bars and nodes has to be determined, 

and secondly, the most adequate cross sections need to be 

calculated. In general, the structural shape depends on the 

engineer’s criteria and its design depends partly on 

economical, aesthetical, construction techniques and 

environmental aspects [3–5]. 

A Civil Engineering Designer has to ensure that the 

structures and facilities he designs are (i) Fit for their purpose 

(ii) safe and (iii) economical and durable. Thus safety is one 

of the paramount responsibilities of the designer. However, it 

is difficult to assess at the design stage how safe a proposed 

design will actually be. There is, in fact, a great deal of 

uncertainty about the many factors, which influence both 

safety and economy [6]. 

Over a decade many research has been carried out to 

find out the optimum least mass of structure. The theories of 

dual approach were introduced by Andrew B. Templemen in 

his paper “A Dual Approach to Optimum Truss Design”. A 

discussion of the implications and usefulness of the dual 

approach was also given. This study considered the problem 

of determining the optimal member sizes which minimizes 

the weight of a pin-jointed truss of fixed geometry which 

satisfies certain constraints. In the paper of Weight 

Optimization of Plane Trusses by Samuel L. Lipson and 

Krishna M. Agrawal (1974) [7], a general method of weight 

optimization using the complex method has been presented. 

Geometric and some topological variables are included in the 

optimization. M. Ohsaki (1994) [8–10] has carried out a study 

to find optimal topologies of trusses with stress and 

displacement constraints under multiple static loading 

conditions using genetic algorithm, which stated in his paper 

Genetic Algorithm for Topology Optimization of Trusses. 

The nodal cost as well as the member cost is incorporated in 

the objective function. It is shown that the use of the topology 

bit leads to rapid convergence to optimal topology with a 

small number of members. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In present study, a truss profile is chosen of span 10 m with 

recommended rise of 2 m and having a constant spacing of 5 

m, height of column 10 m, normal permeability with 5% 

openings in relation to wall area, wind zone with basic wind 

speed of 47 m/s, purlin spacing of truss is also fixed 
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accordingly. Connections are considered as welded (rigid). 

The design of truss is carried out with the aid of STAAD Pro 

2007 using steel angle section and tubular section to find out 

the most efficient truss section that can be used practically 

too, without wastage of much material. 

III. MATERIALS & METHODS 

The fine detailing of the methodology and description of 

materials used are shown below. A model of truss with design 

detailing of sections is described. Thus for a truss structure 

along with loading data a description of its design is 

discussed. 

A. Loads 

The forces that act on a structure are called loads. For the safe 

design of structure, it is essential to have knowledge of 

various types of loads and their worst combinations to which 

it may be subjected during its life span. The loads on trusses 

would depend upon the application for which the trusses are 

used. In the present application we would discuss about 

loading on roof truss. 

B. Dead Load 

Dead loads are example of gravity loads. These are the 

permanent loads and act vertically downwards. Dead load on 

the roof trusses consists of dead load of claddings and dead 

load of purlins, self-weight of the trusses in addition to the 

weight of bracings etc. The weight of purlins is known in 

advance as these are designed prior to trusses. The dead 

weight of trusses may be assumed to be equal to 10% of loads 

on truss. A simple empirical formula for estimation of the 

approximate dead weight of roof truss in N/m2 is (span/3 + 5) 

× 10. As the clear span length (column free span length) 

increases, the self-weight of the moment resisting gable frame 

increases drastically. In such cases roof trusses are more 

economical. 

C. Live Load 

Live loads are those which may change in position and 

magnitude. The live load on roof trusses consist of the 

gravitational load due to erection and servicing as well as dust 

load etc. and the intensity is taken as per IS:875-1987. 

D. Wind Load 

The most critical load on roof truss is the wind load. Wind 

load on the roof trusses, unless the roof slope is too high, 

would be usually uplift force perpendicular to the roof, due to 

suction effect of the wind blowing over the roof. Hence the 

wind load on roof truss usually acts opposite to the gravity 

load, and its magnitude can be larger than gravity loads, 

causing reversal of forces in truss members. For roofs 

consideration must be made for pressure difference between 

the opposite faces of such elements to account for external 

and internal air pressure exerted by wind blowing against the 

building. The internal air pressure may be negative or positive 

depending upon the direction of flow of wind with respect to 

the opening in the building. The wind pressure intensity at 

any height of structure depends upon the velocity and density 

of air, shape and height of structure, topography of 

surrounding ground surface and angle of wind attack. 

 

E. Design Wind Speed (Vz) = Vb k1k2k3 

where, Vz is the design wind speed at any height z in m/s, k1 

is the probability factor or risk coefficient, k2 is the terrain, 

height and structure size factor, k3 is the topography factor. 

Design wind pressure: This pressure at any height above 

mean ground level is obtained by Pz = 0.6 Vz
2 where, Pz is the 

design wind pressure in N/m2 at height z. 

The design wind force F is obtained by F = (Cpe – 

Cpi) APz where, Cpe is the external pressure coefficient, Cpi is 

the internal pressure coefficient, A is the surface area of the 

element under consideration, Pz is the design wind pressure. 

F. Load Combinations 

Various combinations of load on roof trusses are considered 

and the critical condition is considered for design. The 

following load combinations may be worked out according to 

limit state design: 

1) 1.5 (Dead load + Live load) 

2) 1.5 (Dead load + Wind load) 

3) 1.2 (Dead load + Live load + Wind load). 

G. Analysis & Design on STAAD Pro 

The analysis and design of 2-D truss is done with the aid of 

STAAD Pro v8i 2007. The truss is designed both for steel 

angle section and tubular section using IS800:2007 LSD. The 

parameters considered while designing of truss are given in 

Table 1: 

Parameters KY, KZ FU FYLD Ratio 

Values 0.65 410 MPa 250 MPa 0.99 

Table 1: Design Parameters Considered in STAAD Pro. 

H. Data 

 Span = 10 m 

 Spacing of truss = 5 m 

 Column height = 10 m 

 Slope = 1 in 2.5 

 Rise of truss = 2 m 

 Assumed self-weight of purlins = 180 N/m 

 Roofing and side coverings, GI Sheets = 210 N/m2 

 Angle of inclination of the roof with the horizontal (θ) = 

tan-1(2/5) = 21.80˚ 

 Length of rafter = √ [(10/2)2 + 22] 

 = 5.38 m 

 Length of each panel = 5.38/4 

 = 1.34 m 

 Vb = 47 m/s (taken from IS 875 (part 3)- 1987 basic wind 

speed for a 50 year return period) 

 Cpi = ± 0.2 for both the sides with normal permeability. 

 Design dead load = 2.83 kN (acts downward on 

intermediate panel points) 

 = 2.83/2 = 1.415 kN 

 (acts downward on end panel points) 

 Design live load = 3.46 kN 

 (acts downward on intermediate panel points) 

 =1.73 kN 

 (acts downward on end panel points) 

 Design wind load is computed as wind angle for 0˚ and 

90˚; 
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 Wind perpendicular (for angle 0˚), Horizontal 

component = 2.34 kN, Vertical component 

 = 5.85 kN. 

 Wind parallel (for angle 90˚), Horizontal component = 

2.98 kN, Vertical component 

 = 7.23 kN. 

 
Fig. 1: Typical Layout of Truss with Labels 

The same four models are generated in software and each has 

been given property of Indian steel section and designed as 

steel single angle section, double angle section, tubular 

section and pipe section, respectively (Figure 1). 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Truss profile has been designed using different steel sections 

and the results are compared on the basis of optimal mass, 

practical mass and percentage difference of mass of truss 

using each section (Table 2). 

Truss section 
Optimal 

mass (kg) 

Practical 

mass (kg) 

Percentage 

difference of mass 

(%) 

Single angle 

section 
107.34 143.63 33.80 

Double angle 

section 
111.62 129.76 16.25 

Tubular 

section 
95.61 107.13 12.04 

Pipe section 91.13 111.92 22.81 

Table 2: Masses of Various Steel Sections 

The results obtained after analysis are used to 

compare which steel section should be selected that is also 

efficient and economical for the practical usage. Percentage 

difference of mass is the percentage of difference for practical 

and optimal mass of truss. For an economical section this 

difference should be minimum so that there is not much 

wastage of material and so the section is prove to be 

economical. On the basis of results obtained above, graphical 

representation of comparison of masses is shown below in 

Figure 2, y-axis represent mass of truss (optimal and 

practical) and x-axis represent type of section, indicated as 

1,2,3 and 4 for single angle, double angle, tubular and pipe 

section, respectively. 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of Masses of Various Sections 

Based on the above results, least optimal mass is obtained for 

pipe section where least practical mass is obtained for tubular 

section. 

V. CONCLUSION 

1) This study can be used to determine most efficient steel 

truss section for short span (say 10 m) in term of masses. 

It will later help to save the time of design by avoiding 

the efforts of trial and error. 

2) This will be able to help comparing the cost of material 

by considering price rate per unit mass of truss. 

3) Out of all sections considered in study, steel tubular 

section is found most efficient not only in term of least 

practical mass but also least percentage difference of 

mass (only 12.04%). This make that truss section most 

suitable for practical purpose without wastage of much 

material. 

4) Steel single section however, proves most uneconomical 

with highest of practical mass and also mass difference. 
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